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”culturomics”

(Science 331, 176 [2011])



knowing your data, 1

(“funk” vs. “sunk” in Google n-grams)



knowing your data, 2

(instances of ”8ven” i the oldest Digidaily material)



the hitch (Mark Liberman, LL 17 Dec, 2010)

There are also a large number of cases where you’d like to
group word-strings into categories: dates, organizations,
minerals, place names, novelists, etc., and then treat these
categories (rather than words or word strings) as units of
analysis. Again, there are well-known techniques for inducing
such categories in text collections — but to use these
techniques, you need to be able to have the text collection in
hand so as to be able to run your algorithms over it.

Many — maybe most — questions about historical texts are like
these last few examples: relatively easy to answer if you have a
corpus in hand, and not addressed very well (if at all) by a
collection of "culturomic trajectories", defined as the
year-by-year time-functions of common word sequences. In
particular, nearly all questions about the history of the English
language fall beyond the grasp of time-functions of n-gram
frequencies. This is not to deny the interest and value of such
time functions. It’s just that they’re not nearly enough.



project consortium • strengths

I Chalmers • machine learning, data mining
I Lund • semantic parsing and role labeling
I Gothenburg • language resources,

knowledge-based LT



our proposal

I general:
I work on Swedish (and smaller datasets)
I apply deep linguistic processing to texts
I combine knowledge-rich and statistical

approaches

I specifics:
I a Swedish Watson
I discover and track semantic change over time



why we got funded



challenges

I operationalizing and concretizing our goals
I coordinating our work:

I in time
I in objectives
I in teroperability:

(<http://http://xkcd.com/927/>)

<http://http://xkcd.com/927/>

